
Integrated 
IT Portfolio 
Management 
Digitalize investment planning and controls in 5 steps 
and transform the way you manage IT portfolios

Connect IT   |   Cost IT   |   Plan IT   |   Deliver IT   |   Measure IT



Executives in other areas of business have dedicated solutions like ERP and CRM to help 
them effectively manage their departments. Surprisingly – even with the complexity of 
their environment – IT leaders have had no equivalent solution. Until now. UMT360 for IT 
connects silos to provide visibility across all spend and improve decision making. With 
a 360 degree view across project, application and IT Service portfolios, IT leaders get 
the insight needed to align investments with strategic priorities and deliver a future state 
architecture to drive business performance.

5 Steps to Transform IT
UMT360’s Integrated IT Portfolio Management solutions help companies transform the 
way they manage their IT portfolios by digitalizing investment planning and controls across 
business capability, application, IT Service and project portfolios. UMT360 delivers the 
financial transparency and strategic insight needed to improve decision making and 
maximize ROI from every dollar invested in IT.

Connect IT 
Integrate portfolios & strategy
Silos can prevent organizations from gaining a 360-degree view across the enterprise’s 
entire IT portfolio. UMT360’s best practice templates and powerful connectors help 
to quickly standardize and automate data collection across IT portfolios. UMT360’s 
powerful Enterprise Portfolio Model helps organizations:

• Derive key metrics (e.g. business value, cost, risk and return) to measure each  
asset’s performance

• Record cross portfolio relationships between projects, applications, IT Services,  
and business capabilities 

• Create a dynamic blueprint of the entire IT environment. 

Digitalize investment 
planning and 
controls across 
business capability, 
application, IT 
Service and  
project portfolios.
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Too many organizations perceive IT as a “black box” – a cost center – instead of seeing a 
value-generating function. To overcome this perception, it’s imperative to demonstrate that 
investments in IT assets and initiatives do indeed power critical business capabilities. To better 
run the “business of IT”, deliver innovation and drive a competitive advantage, savvy  
IT leaders are adopting Integrated IT Portfolio Management.



Cost IT 
Gain financial transparency & insights
Budgeting and forecasting based on spreadsheets and static ERP systems remains a 
manual and time consuming process. UMT360 goes beyond the traditional “chart 
of accounts” view provided by ERP systems to calculate the fully loaded costs of 
business capabilities, projects, applications and IT services. UMT360 enables IT to:

• Dynamically aggregate financial data

• Streamline IT budgeting and forecasting, 

• Effectively track costs and select the right allocation model

• Automatically create a Bill of IT to clearly communicate cost  
and value of IT to the business

Plan IT 
Analyze & synchronize roadmaps
IT organizations often struggle ensuring alignment between projects and business 
strategy. UMT360’s powerful analytics, insightful dashboards and intuitive 
transformation roadmaps help to drive higher quality IT demand and clearly 
communicate cross portfolio impact of proposed changes, helping organizations:

• Identify redundancies and underperforming assets and model  
transformation strategies 

• Effectively communicate trade-offs to the business

• Record investment decisions for each asset, providing visibility across  
both near term and future demand

Deliver IT 
Improve project execution & ROI
Poor project performance continues to plague IT organizations.  Integrating 
investment planning and controls with traditional PPM allows PMOs to gauge the 
economic impact of underperforming projects and adopt a dynamic planning 
model, which helps businesses: 

• Continuously reallocate funds to optimize spend and maximize ROI

• Realize up to 25% more ROI from their project portfolios 

• Improve the rate and speed of IT transformation

Measure IT 
Track performance & results
A project’s business case is often only used to secure funding and selection. 
UMT360 goes beyond traditional PPM project planning to establish a benefits 
realization framework that helps executives:

• Measure results and drive accountability

• Track benefits by asset, project and program

• Quickly identify investments that fail to meet revenue, cost reduction  
and avoidance targets
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Digitalize investment planning and  
controls across all IT portfolios.
PH 425.590.9901   

sales@umt360.com      

www.UMT360.com

In the Magic Quadrant for 
Integrated IT Portfolio Analysis

In Project and  
Portfolio Management

In Program and  
Portfolio Management

Complete Perspective.
Smarter Decisions.


